ORNAMENTAL
ALUMINUM FENCE

The Higher Level of Aluminum Fences

Echelon Plus® is manufactured by Ameristar Fence Products in Tulsa, Oklahoma.
Ameristar is the world’s largest manufacturer of ornamental fencing.

Echelon Plus® has taken the quality and
performance of aluminum ornamental
fencing to a higher level.
Today, the damage potential that threatens
fences has increased significantly in probability and destructive force. Echelon Plus®
is designed with the long-term durability to
withstand rigorous environments.
The cross-section of the Echelon Plus® rail is
reinforced with an internal web that significantly
increases strength, particularly against forces
acting horizontally. This added strength, coupled
with an improved post design, powder-coated
finish, and fully welded gates, guarantees years
of maintenance-free service and value.

The Echelon PLUS® Difference
Internal Locking System
ECHELON PLUS ®
FORERUNNER ™

vs.

Internal rod is tamperproof; pickets
cannot be removed
Rod goes through two walls of picket
giving twice the shear strength
Rod is completely hidden; rail has
clean, finished appearance

Removable Tek Screws
Picket attachment can be easily
compromised with simple tool
Tip of Tek screw barely engages one
wall of picket
Exposed Tek screw detracts from a
smooth architectural profile

CONVENTIONAL
U-CHANNEL
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The Echelon® ornamental fence product line is a revolutionary system of fences
and gates that boasts an attractive “good neighbor” appearance with no exposed
fasteners. Any truly great product must have a defining feature that sets it apart
from all others; Ameristar’s Echelon® has the revolutionary ForeRunnerTM rail.
Echelon Plus® Posts: 2-1/2” Square x .060” with Reinforced Web
Echelon Plus® Rails: 1-7/16” W x 1-1/4” H (.075” side walls / .055” top wall)
Echelon Plus Pickets: 3/4” x 3/4” x .045”
LIFETIME
WARRANTY

REINFORCED POST
Center rib increases strength
against wind loading as well as
other horizontally applied forces.

FORERUNNER™ RAIL
(Patented)
“U” Channel - Specially
formed high strength
architectural shape.

• NO RIVETS
• NO SCREWS
• NO WELDS

GROMMET
Gives finished appearance
and prevents moisture
collection.

INTERNAL RETAINING ROD
Variable pitch connection system
for ease of installation, high angle
biasability and elimination of
unsightly external fasteners.
INTERIOR GUIDE CHANNEL
Channel forms lower limit
of raceway for retaining
rod. Slides left or right as
panel is biased up or down
slopes.

PANEL BRACKET
Specially designed boulevard
bracket enables easy installation
and allows “fine tuning” of panel
height and positioning.

AMERISTAR® ECHELON PLUS®
WITH FORERUNNER™ RAIL & RETAINING ROD
SECURITY

BEAUTY

FUNCTIONALITY

ForeRunner™ Rail
with Enclosed Retaining Rod

“Good Neighbor Design”
Rod Follows ForeRunnerTM Centerline

Biasability a minimum of 25%

Attachment cannot be compromised.

Clean uninterrupted look.

(No Fasteners are Exposed)

(No Screws or Rivets)

25%

vs.

vs.
Boulevard Bracket

(Exposure Invites Tampering)

(Unsightly Fasteners)
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Enables accurate adjustment
during installation

The Echelon Plus
Classic style
provides
everything
ever asked
from a fence!

LIFETIME
WARRANTY

Traditional spear-pointed pickets extend above the top rail of the popular Classic
style. The picket spear is formed with a 3/8” diameter rounded tip rather than a
sharp point.

The Echelon Plus
Genesis style
is a base
for multiple
customized
designs!
See last page for
decorative accessories

The extended pickets of the Genesis form the popular and attractive style that terminates with a simple flat-top, effectively protecting the perimeter without competing
with landscape or architecture.
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Like all
Echelon Plus styles,
Majestic fills all of
today’s fence needs!
• ALL-PURPOSE
• ALL-WEATHER
• ALL-BUDGET

PATENTED
RAIL DESIGN

The flush-top Majestic style offers contemporary simplicity that ensures a smooth and
clear line of sight and allows the ornamental perimeter fence to be used as a railing
system bordering walkways and bikepaths.

The elegant look of Echelon Plus® ornamental fencing lends its appeal in a wide variety
of applications ranging from neighborhood fencing, to apartment and condominium
access control, to commercial and institutional perimeters.
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The Echelon Plus
Conqueror style
combines
pointed pickets
with flush
top rail

MAINTENANCE
FREE

The unique Echelon Plus® Conqueror panel configuration offers the ‘best of both
worlds’ by combining the striking look of spear-topped pickets with the safety of
a flush top rail.

The Echelon Plus
Warrior style
shows off
alternating
pointed
picket heights

The look of excellence in a traditional ornamental fence is further enhanced by the
alternating picket heights that mark the Warrior design, elegantly complementing
the landscape of any property.
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Echelon Plus
also offers
specialty fences
for safety and
containment of
children and pets

POOL
PANELS

For some applications, like swimming pool or child care perimeters, a minimum span between
top and bottom rails may be required and a flush bottom rail may be necessary to meet
applicable building codes. Echelon Plus® has 2-rail and 3-rail designs specifically for this.
Classic™

GATE SAFETY
HARDWARE

Safety
Latch

Majestic™
Gravity
Latch

PUPPY
PANELS

Spring
Hinge

Genesis™

In many cases, particularly in relation to safety or containment of small children or
pets, a narrower space between pickets may be necessary. Echelon Plus® Puppy Panels
reduce the space between pickets to less than 2” up to a height of 2’ above ground.
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QUAD FLARE
FINIAL

TRIAD
FINIAL

ROUND BALL
POST CAP

BUTTERFLY
SCROLL

Ring
Panels
WHITE

Ameristar® builds a comprehensive line of gates from standard
swing gates and arched gates matching the Echelon Plus® fence
styles to custom Estate Entry Gates and TransPort® Cantilever Gates.
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